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Abstract.
Heavy (O+) ion energization and field-aligned motion in and near the ionosphere are
still not well understood. Based on observations from the CASSIOPE Enhanced Polar
Outflow Probe (e-POP) at altitudes between 325 km and 730 km over one year, we present
a statistical study (24 events) of ion heating and its relation to field-aligned ion bulk flow
velocity, low-frequency waves and field-aligned currents (FACs). The ion temperature and
field-aligned bulk flow velocity are derived from 2-D ion velocity distribution functions
measured by the suprathermal electron imager (SEI) instrument. Consistent ion heat-
ing and flow velocity characteristics are observed from both the SEI and the rapid-scanning
ion mass spectrometer (IRM) instruments. We find that transverse O+ ion heating in
the ionosphere can be intense (up to 4.5 eV), confined to very narrow regions (∼ 2 km
across B), is more likely to occur in the downward current region, and is associated with
broadband extremely low frequency (BBELF) waves. These waves are interpreted as lin-
early polarized perpendicular to the magnetic field. The amount of ion heating cannot
be explained by frictional heating, and the correlation of ion heating with BBELF waves
suggest that significant wave-ion heating is occurring and even dominating at altitudes
as low as 350 km, a boundary that is lower than previously reported. Surprisingly, the
majority of these heating events (17 out 24) are associated with core ion downflows rather
than upflows. This may be explained by a downward-pointing electric field in the low-
altitude return current region.
1. Introduction
It has been several decades since the discovery of iono-
spheric O+ ions flowing outward into the magnetosphere
[Shelley et al., 1972]. These heavy ions play an impor-
tant role in diverse magnetospheric regions and exhibit a
range of energies from several eV to tens of keV [Chappell ,
1988]. One of the most intriguing and fascinating issues
concerning the ion outflow is how the O+ ions are energized
enough to escape Earth’s gravity. There exists an extensive
body of research documenting such ion energization pro-
cesses [see reviews by Klumpar , 2013; Yau and Andre´, 1997;
Andre´ and Yau, 1997; Moore et al., 1999, 2010; Strangeway
et al., 2005, and references therein]. Ion acceleration per-
pendicular to the magnetic field is commonly observed in
these studies. These transversely accelerated ions (TAI) are
observed by satellites at high altitudes as “conics”, which
refers to a cone-shaped ion distribution in velocity space
with maximum flux intensities oblique to the magnetic field
line. Conics result from purely transverse acceleration to
the local magnetic field at low altitudes with subsequent
upward mirror acceleration parallel to ~B due to the diverg-
ing geomagnetic field [Sharp et al., 1977]. Based on the early
observations at high altitudes [Klumpar , 1979] and an appli-
cation of the first adiabatic invariant, source altitudes well
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below 1000 km are inferred. When the ions are far above
the heating source region, or further accelerated by paral-
lel electric fields, conical distributions give way to beam-like
distributions.
At relatively low altitudes (<2000 km), these TAIs take
more complicated forms as observed by many satellites,
sounding rockets and ground-based radars. Ions can res-
onantly interact with waves to produce bulk heating or tail
heating. In the tail heating scenario, when the ion velocity
matches the wave phase velocity, the fraction of the ion pop-
ulation in the tail near that velocity is resonantly accelerated
by waves [Tsurutani and Lakhina, 1997]. In the bulk heating
case, the whole ion population interacts with waves through
cyclotron resonance [Lynch et al., 1999]. The early sound-
ing rocket measurements from Whalen et al. [1978] and [Yau
et al., 1983] revealed enhanced ion fluxes in the high-energy
tail with energies up to 500 eV and pitch angles near 90◦ at
500 km altitude. This tail heating feature was also observed
by TOPAZ 3 and AMICIST sounding rockets between 500
and 1100 km and was found to be correlated with lower
hybrid solitary structures (LHSS) within density-depleted
cavities having diameters of tens of meters perpendicular to
~B [Arnoldy et al., 1992; Kintner et al., 1992; Lynch et al.,
1996, 1999].
On the other hand, the Freja satellite observed core
ion (<20 eV) bulk heating perpendicular to the magnetic
field by broadband extremely low frequency (BBELF) elec-
tric fields and without any apparent tail heating feature
at 1700 km altitude [Norqvist et al., 1996; Knudsen et al.,
1998]. These bulk characteristics were also determined from
ground-based radar measurements of anisotropic ion tem-
peratures (perpendicular-to-B ion temperature in excess of
field-aligned temperature) associated with strong electric
fields in the topside ionosphere [Wahlund et al., 1992]. A
recent study by Archer et al. [2015] demonstrated that the
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ratio of perpendicular to parallel ion temperatures can reach
as high as 5 at 500 km altitude as observed by the Swarm
satellites. The anisotropic value is far beyond the theoreti-
cal prediction from DC electric field-driven frictional heating
[Loranc and St. Maurice, 1994]. Many studies have shown
that ion bulk heating and tail heating can occur both si-
multaneously and independently [Garbe et al., 1992; Moore
et al., 1996a, b; Andre´ et al., 1998; Lynch et al., 2007].
Based on GEODESIC sounding rocket observations between
700 and 1000 km altitudes, Burchill et al. [2004] proposed
that the estimated 5-10 eV ion temperature enhancements
of TAIs within lower-hybrid cavities are actually due to bulk
heating of the dominant (90%) cold Maxwellian ions.
Given the complexity of the observed ion energization
features, it is not inconceivable that a number of complex
processes are at work simultaneously or in sequence. The
relative importance of these processes depends upon condi-
tions within different regions and at different altitudes, as
well as on geomagnetic activity levels, and has still not been
fully resolved, particularly in the topside ionosphere [Moore
et al., 1999]. It is known that the heavy O+ ions undergo
stepwise energization processes starting from below the F
region [Strangeway et al., 2005; Fernandes et al., 2016]. At
high altitudes (>1000 km) wave-ion heating perpendicular
to the magnetic field and the subsequent parallel accelera-
tion due to the magnetic mirror force and field-aligned elec-
tric fields accelerate ionospheric ions to escape speeds and
expel them into the magnetosphere [Andre´ and Yau, 1997;
Moore et al., 2010].
Below 1000 km, two mechanisms are often cited to help
seed enough thermal ionospheric ions into the wave-ion heat-
ing region [Wahlund et al., 1992; Strangeway et al., 2005].
The first is frictional heating from relative motion between
convection ion drifts and neutrals, increasing perpendicular
ion temperatures and the plasma scale height, which results
in thermal expansion of ions in the topside ionosphere [Lo-
ranc and St. Maurice, 1994; Wilson, 1994]. The second
is associated with soft electron precipitation, which directly
energizes the thermal ionospheric electrons instead of the
thermal ions since the Coulomb collision cross section is
inversely proportional to the mass and relative speed be-
tween collisional particles [Schunk and Nagy , 2009]. The
resulting thermal expansion of electrons and the density
gradient create an upward-pointing ambipolar electric field
that can accelerate the heavy ions upward along the mag-
netic field line [Whitteker , 1977; Liu et al., 1995; Seo et al.,
1997]. Based on FAST satellite observations, Strangeway
et al. [2005] found high correlations of ion upflow with both
soft electron precipitation and Poynting flux. Those au-
thors suggest these two mechanisms as the ultimate drivers
of ion energization processes, since Poynting flux dissipates
as frictional heating at low altitudes and both of them can
seed low-frequency waves through instabilities at high alti-
tudes[Strangeway et al., 2005].
Wave-ion heating is not considered as important as fric-
tional heating below 1000 km, partly due to the colli-
sional nature of the ionosphere which can damp waves, and
partly due to lack of simultaneous and appropriate wave
and plasma instruments operating at very low altitudes, es-
pecially below 500 km. Using combined EISCAT UHF and
VHF radar observations of the topside auroral ionosphere,
Wahlund et al. [1992] concluded that ion upflows during pe-
riods of high convection electric fields, known as type 1, are
caused by strong frictional heating of the ions. Based on DE-
2 satellite ion drift meter measurements, Loranc et al. [1991]
statistically investigated vertical ion bulk flow velocities be-
tween 200 and 1000 km. They suggested that the upward
ion drifts were probably driven by frictional heating below
400 km. Analyzing similar ion drift meter data onboard the
HILAT satellite, Tsunoda et al. [1989] suggested that the
upward ion drifts co-located in regions of the convective ve-
locity shear were most likely transversely accelerated ions or
ion conics. Due to the small convective velocity, they sug-
gested that the heated ions cannot be explained by frictional
heating alone but require additional sources such as plasma
waves.
With dedicated low-energy ion and wave measurements,
on the other hand, numerous sounding rocket observations
indicate that wave-ion heating contributes significantly to
the ion energization process in the topside ionosphere below
1000 km. Correlation between the tail or core ion heating
and the BBELF waves or the lower hybrid waves has been re-
ported between 325 km and 1000 km by Whalen et al. [1978]
and Yau et al. [1983], and by subsequent sounding rocket
missions such as MARIE [Kintner et al., 1986], TOPAZ se-
ries [Moore et al., 1986; Garbe et al., 1992; Arnoldy et al.,
1992; Kintner et al., 1992], AMICIST [Lynch et al., 1996],
ARCS-4 [Moore et al., 1996b], GEODESIC [Burchill et al.,
2004], SIERRA [Lynch et al., 2007], SERSIO [Frederick-
Frost et al., 2007],VISIONS [Collier et al., 2015], and MICA
[Fernandes et al., 2016]. Despite relatively weak (0.2 eV)
ion temperature increases, Fernandes et al. [2016] suggests
that ion heating by plasma waves may occur at 325 km alti-
tude based on observations from the MICA sounding rocket.
Prior to this the lowest reported altitude of wave-particle
heating was 450 km [Whalen et al., 1978]. While limited in
terms of sample number, these examples support the idea
that wave-ion heating plays an important role at low alti-
tudes. In this study, we will show that very strong wave-ion
heating (up to an ion temperature of 4.5 eV) clearly occurs
at altitudes as low as 350 km.
While it is apparent that wave electric fields heat the
ions perpendicularly to the magnetic field, the wave modes
responsible for the transverse heating remain uncertain.
BBELF waves and lower-hybrid waves are the most common
candidates [Arnoldy et al., 1992; Kintner et al., 1992, 1996;
Lynch et al., 1996, 2007; Andre´ et al., 1994, 1998; Moore
et al., 1999]. Based on 20 months of observations from the
Freja satellite at altitudes of up to 1700 km, Norqvist et al.
[1998] found that nearly 90% of all O+ ion heating events
and near 95% of the total O+ upflow are caused by ion ener-
gizations associated with the BBELF waves and that post-
midnight and morning sectors are the preferential regions
for BBELF wave-ion resonance heating. Knudsen et al.
[1998] found that these ion heating events are correlated
with soft electron precipitation as well. A similar conclu-
sion was made by Lynch et al. [1996], who used the nightside
sounding rocket measurements from AMICIST to illustrate
that ion heating events associated with BBELF are much
stronger than heating events within the LHSS. Lynch et al.
[2002] found from FAST satellite measurements that ion en-
ergization from BBELF waves is frequently observed within
downward current regions with downward-pointing electric
fields from the FAST satellite measurements. BBELF waves
may comprise different wave modes such as Alfven waves be-
low the ion cyclotron frequency, ion acoustic waves [Wahlund
et al., 1998], electrostatic waves near the ion cyclotron fre-
quency [Bonnell et al., 1996] and electromagnetic waves near
the ion cyclotron frequency [Andre´ and Yau, 1997; Moore
et al., 1999]. These waves may be seeded from current-driven
instability [Kindel and Kennel , 1971] or shear-driven insta-
bility [Ganguli et al., 1994]. In general, left-hand circularly
or linearly polarized waves (which can be decomposed into
both left and right circularly polarized waves) near the ion
cyclotron resonance frequencies are important for the trans-
verse ion heating process.
Field-aligned ion bulk flow velocities in the topside iono-
sphere show different characteristics as seen by ground-based
radars versus in-situ sounding rocket measurements. Based
on 7 years of EISCAT VHF radar observations of upflow-
ing and downflowing ions, Endo et al. [2000] suggested that
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ion upflows often become discernible only above 600 km al-
titude for the radar measurements. At lower altitudes, the
averaged ion upflow velocity is below the level of detectabil-
ity at the radar’s sampling resolution (approximately 1-min
temporal and tens of km spatial resolution). Statistical re-
sults from the EISCAT Svalbard Radar (ESR) reported by
Buchert et al. [2004], on the other hand, demonstrated that
the flow is often upward above the F-region density peak
and downward below the peak. This diverging flow is inter-
preted as being related to transport processes resulting from
thermal electron heating and ionization due to soft electron
precipitation. Under the effects of gravity and the pressure
gradient, ions are driven downward below the F-region den-
sity peak.
However, observations from several sounding rockets
clearly showed that downflowing ions can occur above the
F-region peak, sometimes with but usually without concur-
rent ion upflows. Kintner et al. [1986] reported strong per-
pendicular ion energization (up to 300 eV) associated with
plasma waves between 500 and 900 km altitudes using mea-
surements from the MARIE auroral sounding rocket. Ion
energy enhancements were obvious both in the downward-
going ions (0-90◦ pitch angle) and perpendicular ions (90◦-
120◦ pitch angle). Near 600 km altitude, the SIERRA night-
side auroral sounding rocket observed low-energy (10 eV)
upflowing ions (100◦-140◦ pitch angle) up to 2 km/s with
a core ion temperature of 1 eV at the poleward edge of
an auroral arc [Lynch et al., 2007]. Relatively high-energy
(10-100 eV) ions were observed going downward with a tail
temperature of tens of eV. These ions were interpreted as
the reflection from high-altitude downward electric fields for
upgoing transversely heated ion conics seeded by the low
altitude upflow.
A similar pair of counter-streaming ion populations was
observed by Garbe et al. [1992] using TOPAZ-2 sounding
rocket measurements near 700 km altitude. They reported
that the ambient ions (mainly O+), which were heated up
to 3 eV, were streaming down the magnetic field towards
the atmosphere with speeds between 3-5 km/s. These ions
sometimes were accompanied by an upgoing suprathermal
tail (mainly H+) with temperatures of tens of eV. Moore
et al. [1996b] analyzed the ion distribution function mea-
surements from the ARCS-4 sounding rocket at altitudes
between 500-550 km and revealed that core ion heating close
to 0.6 eV in temperature was coincident with nearly 1 km/s
ion downflows as well as 2-3 km/s horizontal flows. Col-
lier et al. [2015] reported remotely imaged energetic neutral
atoms (ENAs) in the polar cusp with energies of near 100
eV using coordinated rocket (VISIONS) and ground-based
camera observations. The origin of these upgoing ENAs was
identified as downward and transversely-moving ions of ener-
gies up to 100 eV. This transverse ion heating and downflow-
ing ions were explained by the effects of downward-pointing
electric fields at high altitude.
Understanding the ion energization processes near the
topside ionosphere proves to be critical for our knowledge of
the field-aligned ion upflow process. Whereas there are sta-
tistical studies of wave-ion heating from high-altitude satel-
lites, no statistical study exists at very low altitudes with
dedicated low-frequency wave and low-energy plasma in-
struments. In addition, the majority of the aforementioned
studies suffer to some extent from the coarse temporal reso-
lution (at best 1 s) which leads to poorly-resolved structures
of ion temperature and flow within the ion heating region.
In this study, we will present a statistical investigation of
high-resolution (up to 100 samples per second (sps)) low-
energy (<100 eV) ion distribution function measurements
as well as simultaneous low-frequency (up to 30 kHz) wave
electric field observations from the CASSIOPE Enhanced
Polar Outflow Probe (e-POP) satellite at altitudes of 325
-730 km. We will show that the observed strong heating
events (up to 4.5 eV) are related to the BBELF waves and
cannot be explained by frictional heating, suggesting sig-
nificant wave-ion heating at these altitudes. Contrary to
what would be expected from mirror-force acceleration of
the heated ions, the majority of these heating events are as-
sociated with core ion downflow rather than upflow. The
Instrumentation section gives a brief description of the data
set used in this study. The Data section presents two events
in detail and the statistical results in general. Finally the
Discussion and Conclusion sections expand on the observa-
tions and interpretations, and summarize our findings.
2. Instrumentation and Data
In this study, we investigate low-energy (< 100 eV) ion,
magnetic field, wave electric field and auroral optical data
measured from the e-POP satellite between March 2015 and
March 2016. e-POP is an 8-instrument scientific payload
on the multi-purpose CASSIOPE satellite [Yau and James,
2015], launched on 29 September 2013 into a polar elliptical
orbit plane with an inclination of 81◦, a perigee of 325 km
and an apogee of 1500 km. The satellite is three-axis sta-
bilized with an orbital velocity of 7-8 km/s. The primary
objective of the e-POP mission is to study polar outflow and
the associated microscale ion energization processes.
e-POP carries in total eight scientific instruments, five
of which are used in this study: the suprathermal electron
imager (SEI) [Knudsen et al., 2015], the rapid-scanning ion
mass spectrometer (IRM) [Yau et al., 2015], the magnetic
field instrument (MGF) [Wallis et al., 2015], the radio re-
ceiver instrument (RRI) [James et al., 2015], and the fast
auroral imager (FAI) [Cogger et al., 2015]. Figure 1 de-
picts the placement and orientation of different sensors on
the spacecraft. In the spacecraft coordinate system when in
nadir-pointing attitude, +X points towards the spacecraft
ram direction, +Z points towards the nadir, and +Y com-
pletes the right-handed system and is aligned with the boom
0o 90o 
Figure 1. Placement and orientation of instruments
onboard e-POP in nadir-pointing attitude, where the
satellite +X points towards the spacecraft ram direction,
which is out of the paper, +Z points towards nadir and
+Y completes the right-handed system and aligns with
the boom that holds the SEI instrument. The monopole
positions of RRI along with the polar coordinates defined
within the dipole plane are also shown (red arrow with
polar angles). This figure is adapted and modified from
figure 2 in Yau and James [2015].
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that holds SEI. All e-POP data used in this study were taken
while in nadir-pointing attitude. Data sampling for the high-
data-rate instruments such as SEI, IRM and RRI are often
limited to 20 minutes per day, in order to maximize the
data sampling resolution despite the limited daily telemetry
bandwidth. Such limitation is due to the small number of
available daily data downlink orbit passes and the limited
availability of the high-speed Ka-band downlink because of
technical issues. Not every instrument operates each day.
High-resolution (up to 100 sps) measurements of ion up-
flow velocities and temperatures are obtained from the e-
POP SEI instrument, whose primary purpose is the mea-
surement of suprathermal electrons but it can be configured
to measure positive ions. Note that SEI ion mode and elec-
tron mode are mutually exclusive. Details on ion measure-
ments from the SEI can be found in Shen et al. [2016]. SEI
comprises a hemispherical electrostatic analyzer (HEA), a
micro-channel plate (MCP), and a phosphor screen coupled
to a charge-coupled device (CCD) by fibre optic components.
The focusing system of HEA allows SEI to image in both en-
ergy and arrival angle with a high frame rate, in contrast to
the commonly used top-hat analyzer [Carlson et al., 1982],
which must step through energy with time. In addition, for
the same given hemispherical potential, the SEI can measure
particle energies much lower than what the top-hat allows
[Knudsen et al., 2015]. The sensor is intentionally biased to
a negative potential (usually near -5 V) with respect to the
spacecraft to compensate for any possible positive charging
of the spacecraft and to draw in low-energy ions. By con-
trolling the radial electric field between hemispherical elec-
trodes, it measures two-dimensional ion velocity distribution
functions (in the spacecraft X-Z plane), from which the bulk
kinetic energy (taking into account voltage settings, in gen-
eral <100 eV for this study) and arrival angles (field of view
spanning 360◦) of incoming particles can be derived. Dis-
tribution images are 64 pixels in diameter at higher image
resolution (Hi-res mode) or 32 pixels in diameter at lower
resolution (Normal mode). Both types of images are used
in this study.
At high latitudes where the satellite ram direction is
nearly perpendicular to the local magnetic field direction,
ion flow velocity parallel to the geomagnetic field manifests
as an offset of the first moment of the ion distribution from
the nominal anti-ram direction. The along-track component
(usually in north-south direction) of the plasma convection
velocity is usually assumed to be much smaller than the
satellite velocity (7-8 km/s), which is reasonable when the
horizontal ion velocity vector is mainly in the east-west di-
rection in the east-west elongated aurora arcs. The nomi-
nally vertical component of the ion velocity Vc is approxi-
mated as:
Vc = (Vs + Vp)× tan θ ' Vs × tan θ (1)
where all the quantities are calculated in the SEI image
frame. In this calculation we neglect Vp, which is the plasma
convection velocity in the anti-ram direction, as we assume it
is much smaller than the satellite ram velocity Vs. θ is the
angle between the direction aligning the centroid position
with the image center and the anti-ram direction. The ion
velocity parallel to ~B can be obtained by projecting Vc onto
the magnetic field direction. The angular resolution of the
centroid variation is of the order of 0.2◦, corresponding to
a vertical velocity resolution of ∼25 m/s. The uncertainty
in the vertical ion velocity, mainly owing to neglect of Vp
in Equation 1, is in general less than 60 m/s for upflow
velocities when the deflection angle is less than 10◦ [Shen
et al., 2016]. However, the uncertainty reaches 800 m/s in
an extreme case when the deflection angle reaches 22◦, corre-
sponding to a vertical ion velocity of 3.2 km/s, if we assume
an along-track ion convection velocity of 2 km/s.
We also estimate ion temperatures from SEI by deter-
mining the distribution function width. Through a Monte-
Carlo charged particle ray tracing simulation [Burchill et al.,
2010] adapted to the SEI instrument, we find linear rela-
tions between the distribution’s full width at half maximum
(FWHM, measured in pixels) and ion temperature (eV) at
different deflecting voltages: Ti/FWHM = 0.51 and 0.84 in
the case of Vinner = -98 V and -502 V, respectively, in Hi-res
mode, where Vinner is the deflection voltage applied across
the hemispherical domes. The ratio of Ti/FWHM in Nor-
mal mode is often double that value in Hi-res mode under
the same deflection voltage. The estimated ion temperature
is cross-checked through forward modeling of flight images
and comparing slopes of the simulated and observed distri-
butions. It is noted that the measured flight image is the
convolution of the real ion distribution with the instrumen-
tal systematic response. Therefore factors other than the
ion temperature such as the spacecraft potential can result
in FWHM changes in the measurements, especially under
relatively small deflection voltage when we are measuring
several-eV ions. However, this effect is insignificant for the
high-voltage (Vinner≥ 100 V) setting when the majority of
the measured ions have energies of tens of eV or larger. The
effect of spacecraft potential on the perpendicular FWHM
measurements is shown in Appendix A.
In this study we use measurements from the e-POP IRM
as an independent check on ion velocity and temperature
measurements from the SEI, though the IRM instrument
is routinely used to measure the ionospheric ion composi-
tion and ion energies. The IRM instrument samples the ion
velocity distribution with 100 frame-per-second time resolu-
tion in the energy-per-charge range of ∼1-90 eV/q using a
HEA similar to SEI but with discrete anode pixel detec-
tor instead of CCD detector [Yau et al., 2015; Yau and
Howarth, 2016]. It has a time-of-flight (TOF) gate to re-
solve the ion composition in the range of 1 to 40 atomic mass
units per charge (AMU/q). As compared to 64×64 pixels
(Hi-res mode) in SEI, the ion detector in IRM contains in
total 64 discrete pixels, arranged in 8 angular pixel sectors
of 8 energy pixels each. Instead of applying a fixed deflect-
ing voltage in the HEA during each orbit as in the case of
SEI, the IRM sensor sweeps several voltages across the HEA
domes from ∼ 20 V to ∼ 350 V during each measurement.
The peak ion energy-per-charge varies approximately as the
square of the pixel radius for a given voltage. The angular
sectors allow one to determine arrival angle within the plane
of the entrance aperture.
We use a similar algorithm as described above for the SEI
to derive the ion field-aligned bulk flow velocity from the
IRM ion distribution function measurements. The quantity
θ, which is the angular deflection of the centroid position
(with respect to the image center) away from the anti-ram
direction, is calculated from the first angular moment of the
ion distribution. The baseline centroid angle was subtracted
during this calculation. The average perpendicular bulk flow
velocity and temperature are inferred from the first and sec-
ond perpendicular-to-B moments of the distribution. The
comparison with SEI is made using instrument-frame quan-
tities and does not require that IRM measurements be cal-
ibrated in terms of physical units. We only use pixels that
have significant signal for the calculation. For all the events
we report here, IRM observations reveal that approximately
90-99% of ions are O+ (mixed with a small amount of N+
and NO+ ions), and about 1-10% of ions are H+ and He+.
Lighter ions (H+, He+) are excluded in order to restrict our
calculation mainly to O+ ions. We will show below only
the IRM ion measurements under the highest voltage set-
ting (Vdeflection = 350 V), which includes ions with energies
from sub-eV up to about 75 eV. Lower-voltage setting ion
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measurements are also available and are in general consis-
tent with the high-voltage results.
The RRI comprises a four-channel digital receiver fed by
four 3-meter monopoles, which can be configured to function
as a crossed-dipole antenna lying in the plane parallel to the
spacecraft Y-Z plane, in addition to an electronics unit. In
VLF mode, it measures wave electric fields nominally from
10 Hz up to near 30 kHz, with a sampling rate of 62.5 kHz.
However, it can also be configured to extend the lower end
of the frequency range to below 10 Hz. The in-phase and
quadrature components in each dipole voltage enable us to
derive the wave power spectral density (PSD) and polariza-
tion information in the RRI dipole plane after conducting
complex Fast Fourier Transform (C-FFT) analysis of the
electric field time series. A window length of 0.26 second is
chosen for each C-FFT calculation after weighting the time
series by a Hanning window. The resulting frequency reso-
lution in the time-frequency spectrogram is approximately
3.8 Hz.
The polarization ellipse of the wave electric fields can be
expressed in terms of the orientation angle (ψ) and the el-
lipticity angle (χ) [Collett , 2005], which are defined by the
following equations:
tan 2ψ =
2E0xE0y
E0x
2 − E0y2 cos δ, 0 ≤ ψ ≤ pi (2)
tan 2χ =
2E0xE0y
E0x
2 + E0y
2
sin δ, −pi/4 ≤ χ ≤ pi/4 (3)
where E0x and E0y are the amplitudes of the orthogonal
wave electric fields and δ is the phase difference between
them after conducting C-FFT analysis. The voltage values
are used to represent the amplitudes of wave electric fields.
Wave voltage amplitudes can be converted to wave electric
field amplitudes by dividing by the dipole effective length.
For the present case of a dipole that is short compared to the
assumed electromagnetic wavelength, the effective length of
our 6-m dipoles is 3 m. The ellipticity angle and orientation
angle spectrograms that we show are averaged to a frequency
resolution of 7.6 Hz and a time resolution of 0.52 s.
The waves are nominally linearly polarized if the elliptic-
ity angle χ approaches 0◦ and are circularly polarized if ap-
proaching ±45◦. Whether a given ellipticity angle χ is left-
hand or right-hand polarized with respect to the magnetic
field direction depends on the relative angle between the
local magnetic field and the dipole plane normal direction,
which is along the satellite ram direction. The magnetic
field is usually in the zenith-pointing direction in our night-
side auroral events and is at a small angle to the crossed-
dipole plane. In the polar coordinates defined within the
cross-dipole plane (Figure 1), the angle between the mag-
netic field direction and the cross-dipole is roughly 45◦. The
major axis of the 2-D polarization ellipse is parallel to the
magnetic field if the orientation angle ψ approaches 45◦ and
is perpendicular to the magnetic field if approaching -45◦.
It is emphasized that we can only measure the projection of
3-D wave electric fields onto the 2-D dipole plane. Therefore
the polarizations derived from above cannot fully resolve the
complexity of the plasma wave total electric field vector.
The MGF provides vector magnetic field measurements
160 times per second to a resolution of 0.625 nT in the space-
craft frame, from which we can derive the magnetic per-
turbations after subtracting the International Geomagnetic
Reference Field (IGRF) model. Based on Ampere’s law,
the field-aligned current (FAC) directions can be inferred
from the gradients (positive or negative) of the magnetic
field perturbation in the cross-track component (spacecraft
Y component) together with the spacecraft velocity direc-
tion (northward or southward), nominally. In this calcula-
tion, we assume a sheetlike current structure and a space-
craft trajectory that is moving through this structure at an
oblique angle. The calculation also assumes that the cur-
rent sheet is static over both the spatial scale and time scale
required to collect the date used in the calculation.
The FAI consists of two charge-coupled device (CCD)
cameras with one measuring the 630 nm emissions of atomic
oxygen in aurora and the other observing prompt auroral
emissions in the 650 to 1100 nm range. The nadir-pointing
near-infrared camera which provides one image per second
with a spatial resolution of a few km is used in this study.
The FAI images are presented in the form of dynamic auroral
movies in the Supplementary Information (SI) with a frame
rate of one per second. We trace the magnetic footprint
of e-POP using the IGRF model from the satellite altitude
down to 110 km and mark the footprint on the FAI images
to show the auroral context of ion heating events.
We conduct a statistical survey based on one year’s worth
of e-POP data to identify strong ion heating signatures (ion
temperature potentially larger than 0.5 eV) identified us-
ing the SEI instrument. There are in total 134 orbits of
5-10 minutes duration each with SEI data of sufficient qual-
ity for analysis; 17 of them show in total 24 clear O+ ion
heating events. There are 18 ion heating events that have
simultaneous low-frequency wave observations from the RRI
instrument, exhibiting BBELF wave emissions in all cases.
The majority of them have simultaneous observations from
the IRM, the MGF and the FAI to provide complementary
perspectives on the ion heating events. In the following sec-
tion, we first present detailed observations of two examples,
in the nightside auroral region and in the dayside cleft re-
gion, respectively. The statistical results are also given in
this section.
3. Observations
3.1. Example in the Nightside Aurora
The first ion heating example occurred near magnetic
midnight when the e-POP payload passed through multi-
ple regions of auroral emissions in the southern hemisphere
on May 18, 2015. The satellite travelled from Altitude Ad-
justed Corrected Geomagnetic (AACGM) latitude -69◦ to
-76◦ between 22:29:13 and 22:31:11 UT at altitudes from
427 km to 397 km. Near 22:30:09 UT, the e-POP SEI ob-
served strong ion heating signatures at an altitude of 412
km. SEI was operating in Hi-res mode and had a deflection
voltage of Vinner = -502 V, corresponding to ion energies
of up to 230 eV. In-flight ion images show that most ions
had energies below 100 eV. SEI data were integrated to 0.1
second resolution in order to reduce noise. Complementary
observations from the MGF, IRM, FAI and RRI instruments
were simultaneously accessible during this time. The Kp in-
dex was 5+ during this event. O+ ions were the major ion
species according to the IRM.
Figure 2 summarizes the observations from the SEI and
MGF instruments, which characterize ion temperatures, ion
field-aligned flow velocities, and magnetic perturbations in
the spacecraft +Y (nominally east) component. Figure 2a
shows the perpendicular (to ~B) FWHM variations (in pixels)
of the measured ion distributions as a function of time. As
mentioned in the previous section, ion temperatures from
FWHM are calibrated using a Monte-Carlo simulation of
the instrument. Linear relations between FWHM variations
and ion temperatures are obtained for different instrumental
settings. In the case of Vinner = -502 V in Hi-res mode, we
use the conversion value of 0.84 as an estimate of the upper
limit of increase in ion temperature for each pixel increase in
FWHM. The sudden increase in FWHM near 22:30:09 UT
represents nearly a 4.3 eV increase in the perpendicular ion
temperature, which lasts only 0.2 seconds, corresponding to
less 2 km along the satellite track. Note that this 2-km
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Figure 2. e-POP SEI (ion mode) and MGF observa-
tions of a core ion heating and downflow region on 18
May 2015 at an altitude of 410 km. a) Full width at half
maximum (FWHM, in pixels) of the core ion distribution
in the direction perpendicular to ~B. The sudden increase
in FWHM near 22:30:09 UT represents nearly a 4.3 eV in-
crease in the perpendicular ion temperature, which lasts
for 0.2 seconds, corresponding to less than 2 km along the
satellite track. b) FWHM fluctuations parallel to ~B. The
enhancement near 22:30:09 UT represents a parallel ion
temperature increase of less than 3 eV. c) Field-aligned
ion bulk flow velocities (averaged to 10 frames per sec-
ond) measured from both the SEI (black) and IRM (red)
instruments. Both SEI and IRM observe downward ion
bulk flows of over 2 km/s. d) Magnetic field perturbations
in the horizontal cross-track direction, which is approx-
imately eastward for positive values. Positive gradients
of ∆By along the satellite track represent downward cur-
rents in this case. In-between the apparent large-scale
upward and downward current sheets, highly-fluctuating
magnetic perturbations up to 800 nT are observed within
the ion heating region (red box region).
wide ion heating region resides within a wider, moderately-
heated region spanning approximately 40 km, indicated by
the rectangular red box region.
Figure 2b presents the parallel (to ~B) FWHM fluctuations
during the measured period. The enhancement in parallel
FWHM near 22:30:09 UT represents a parallel ion temper-
ature increase of less than 3 eV. However, we are cautious
in interpreting the parallel ion temperatures. Monte-Carlo
simulations indicate that the parallel FWHM variations may
be affected by other factors, such as horizontal ion drifts
and spacecraft potential. Both parallel and perpendicular
ion temperatures during the heating time are further cross-
checked through forward modeling, by matching the simu-
lated ion distribution function slope with observations, as
will be described in the following part of this section. Fig-
ure 2c displays the field-aligned ion bulk flow velocities mea-
sured from both the SEI (black line) and IRM (red line) in-
struments. Ion flow velocities derived from the IRM instru-
ment are also averaged to 10 frames per second (fps) from
near 60 fps. Inside the ion heating region, both SEI and IRM
Figure 3. Summary plot from the IRM observations of
the ion heating and downflow event shown in Figure 2.
a) First moment of the core ion distribution in the direc-
tion perpendicular to ~B (in units of mm in the detector
plane), representing ion flow enhancement in the ram di-
rection. b) Second perpendicular moment (in units of
mm2) of the ion distributions, indicating perpendicular
ion temperature increases. The observed significant en-
hancements in average ion bulk flow velocities and per-
pendicular ion temperatures within the ion heating region
(red box region) near 22:30:09 UT are consistent with
the SEI measurements as shown in Figure 2. c) Field-
aligned ion bulk flow velocities (55 samples per second)
from IRM. Ion downflows of over 3 km/s are correlated
with ion temperature increases.
observe downward ion bulk flows of over 2 km/s. The maxi-
mum downflowing ion velocity observed by the SEI is over 3
km/s, which might be overestimated by several hundred m/s
as described in the previous section, considering potentially
large along-track ion drift velocities indicated by the IRM
and FAI data in the following part of this section. In addi-
tion, the SEI shows ion upflow velocities of up to 1 km/s on
both sides of the downward flow region. This feature is also
visible in the IRM-derived velocities, though showing less
structures and smaller amplitudes. Discrepancies between
SEI-derived and IRM-derived ion drift velocities are poten-
tially due to compromised counting statistics and angular
resolution in the ion measurements from IRM in order to
allow ion mass resolution. This limits the uncertainty and
resolution of IRM-derived ion flow velocities to be no finer
than at least 500 m/s. Velocity variations estimated from
IRM using Equation 1 cannot be interpreted as of physical
origin if they are smaller than 500 m/s.
Figure 2d presents the magnetic field perturbations in
the horizontal cross-track direction, which is approximately
eastward for positive values. Positive gradients of ∆By along
the satellite track represent downward currents in this case,
and negative gradients represent upward currents. In be-
tween the apparent large-scale upward and downward cur-
rent sheets, highly fluctuating magnetic perturbations up to
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Figure 4. Calibration of ion temperature measurements through forward modeling of the flight im-
ages and matching the simulated ion distribution function slopes with observations. a) A typical back-
ground flight image measured outside the heating region. b) Comparisons between simulated distribu-
tion functions with different Maxwellian temperatures, and the measured one, which is best fitted with
a Maxwellian ion temperature of 0.2 eV. c) Raw SEI image during the heating period. Ion energies
increase with radius, reaching 230 eV at the edge of the detector. d) Comparisons between simulated
distribution functions with different Maxwellian temperatures, and the measured one. The heating-time
ion distribution function is best fitted with a Maxwellian temperature of 4 eV. The discrepancy between
the simulated distribution function curve and the measured one is mainly due to gain variations and stray
fields affecting low-energy ions ending up at the image center. e) Forward-modeled image that approxi-
mately matches the flight image. f) Parameters used for this Monte-Carlo simulation. The perpendicular
ion temperature is 4.3 eV. The parallel ion temperature used is 1.5 eV.
800 nT, which challenge the maximum slew rate of MGF,
are observed within the ion heating region. Fourier analysis
of this time series indicates a broadband-emission feature in
the frequency range from 0 Hz to 80 Hz (not shown here),
although this may be contaminated by poor instrumental
reconstruction of the large, rapid perturbations observed.
These turbulent magnetic fields suggest plasma wave activ-
ity in the ion heating region. The overall apparent upward
currents inside the fluctuating magnetic perturbation region
are correlated with active and small-scale auroral ray struc-
tures. Whether it is upward or downward current that is
associated with the ion heating we are observing is not clear
in this region, since the assumption of large-scale infinite
current sheets breaks down.
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Figure 3 presents the measurements from the IRM in-
strument during the same period. Figure 3a shows the first
perpendicular (to ~B) moments of ion distributions, repre-
senting average perpendicular (to ~B) ion bulk flow veloc-
ities. Figure 3b displays the second perpendicular (to ~B)
moments of the ion distributions, indicating perpendicular
ion temperature increases. The first moment is shown in
units of mm (in detector units), and the second moment is
in mm2. The observed significant enhancements in average
bulk flow ion velocities and perpendicular ion temperatures
within the ion heating region near 22:30:09 UT (red box re-
gion) are consistent with the SEI measurements as shown in
Figure 2a. Figure 3c shows the field-aligned ion bulk flow ve-
locities from IRM, which are calculated every 0.018 second.
Again, ion downflows of over 3 km/s (potentially overesti-
mated in a manner similar to SEI estimates) are correlated
with ion temperature increases. IRM TOF measurements
show that O+ ions are the major (approximately 99%) ion
species in this event.
Figure 4 represents a calibration of ion temperature mea-
surements through forward modeling of the flight images and
matching the simulated ion distribution function slopes with
observations. Figure 4a shows a typical background flight
image measured outside the heating region. The white dot
represents the image centroid position, while the black dot
represents the image center position. The black line indi-
cates the direction of the magnetic field projected onto the
detector plane. The ion distribution function profile, mea-
sured in terms of data number (arbitrary intensity units at
the CCD output) versus distance to the centroid position,
is obtained for a particular pitch angle direction (55◦ , indi-
cated by the white line) that has the most evident width in-
crease. Figure 4b shows comparisons between simulated dis-
tribution functions and the measured one. The red dots and
the black line are observed data. The lines with color repre-
sent simulated data. The background distribution function
slope is best fitted with a Maxwellian ion temperature of 0.2
eV.
Figure 4c shows the raw SEI image during the heating pe-
riod. The ion signals in red color, which are in general less
than 100 eV, are used for the distribution function fitting.
The heating-time ion distribution is clearly larger in width
compared to the background flight image. Figure 4d shows
the comparisons between simulated distribution functions
with different Maxwellian temperatures, and the measured
one during the heating period. The ion distribution func-
tion is best fitted with a Maxwellian temperature of 4 eV.
This result is consistent with the perpendicular ion temper-
ature derived from the FWHM measurement as shown in
Figure 2a. The discrepancy between the simulated distri-
bution function curve and the measured curve mainly lies
within ∼5-pixel range from the center position. This is due
to non-ideal effects including gain variations and stray fields
affecting ions having low energies. The ion signal is not satu-
rated near the image center. Figure 4e displays the forward-
modeled image that approximately matches the flight image.
The parameters used for this Monte-Carlo simulation are
given in Figure 4f. The perpendicular ion temperature is
4.3 eV, the same as that measured from the FWHM vari-
ations. However, the parallel ion temperature is 1.5 eV in-
stead of 3 eV as indicated by the parallel FWHM variations
(Figure 2b).
Figure 5 presents the observations from the RRI instru-
ment, which characterize the wave electric fields in the fre-
quency range from a few Hz up to approximately 30 kHz.
Figure 5a shows the time-frequency spectrogram result of
the wave electric fields measured from one dipole antenna.
Measurements from the other dipole demonstrate very sim-
ilar spectral features and are therefore not repeated here.
The red shaded region indicates the period when the SEI
instrument is operating simultaneously with the RRI. From
22:29:13 to 22:31:11 UT, RRI shows auroral hiss emissions
which have a clear cutoff frequency near 6 kHz. A so-called
VLF “saucer” emission signature [Smith, 1969; James, 1976]
is identifiable between 22:30:14 and 22:30:54 UT. Note that
the VLF wave power is depleted in some regions near the
vertex; this is due to saturation of the dipole electric field
measurement (up to 8 mV). It is reasonable to believe that
there is even larger hiss wave power inside the depletion re-
gion near the vertex [Lo¨nnqvist et al., 1993; Ergun et al.,
2001]. The enhancement in the low-frequency wave power
near the depletion region is consistent with the fact that
coherent low-frequency wave structures are observed in the
electric field time series without saturation.
Near 22:30:09 UT when the SEI instrument observes
strong ion heating signatures, there are intense BBELF wave
emissions extending from a few Hz up to approximately 1
kHz. PSD intensities reach over 1 mV2/Hz near DC fre-
quency and gradually decrease to 10−2 mV2/Hz near 500
Hz. These BBELF waves occur near the vertex of the VLF
saucer, which suggests the process is related to the return
current (downward current) region [Lo¨nnqvist et al., 1993;
Ergun et al., 2003]. Figure 5b presents the PSD values
integrated over the frequency bins from DC up to 1 kHz
throughout the orbit. It is clear that the ion heating event
observed by the SEI instrument is correlated with strong
BBELF wave emissions.
Figure 6 shows the ellipticity angle and orientation an-
gle spectrograms from a few Hz up to approximately 1 kHz.
Inside the ion heating region, the ellipticity angles of the
measured BBELF waves approach 0◦. This indicates that
the BBELF waves are in general linearly polarized. The
orientation angles are roughly -45◦ throughout the BBELF
emission region, meaning that the linearly polarized electric
fields are nearly perpendicular to the background magnetic
field. However, considering that the magnetic field direction
is approximately 105◦ with respect to the dipole plane nor-
mal direction in this case, one could argue that a circularly
polarized electromagnetic wave that propagates roughly par-
allel to the dipole plane may also manifest itself as linearly
polarized in our cross-dipole plane. This turns out to be less
likely due to the fact that the RRI does observe right-hand
circularly polarized chorus waves in some cases where the
magnetic field direction is 99◦ away from the dipole plane
normal. The ellipticity angles (χ) are close to 20◦ and are in
sharp contrast to the linearly polarized waves in the back-
ground (not shown here). This suggests that the RRI instru-
ment can measure circularly polarized whistler waves if the
angle between the magnetic field direction and the dipole
plane is large enough, in which case the RRI instrument is
measuring the projection of the polarization ellipse onto the
dipole plane.
Near-infrared auroral images measured from the FAI in-
strument onboard are included in the Supplementary Infor-
mation as a movie. The magnetic footprint of the satellite is
located outside but near the field view of the camera. The
coordinate grids shown along with the movie frame are in
geographic coordinates. The magnetic footprint traverses
geomagnetic latitudes from -70◦ to -75◦ during the movie.
From 22:29:45 to 22:29:52 UT, the spacecraft encountered
relatively stable multiple auroral arcs, during which time the
MGF observed a relatively uniform upward current sheet as
shown in Figure 2d. From 22:30:05 to 22:30:10 UT, the mag-
netic footprint came across a region of very active auroral
rays, which overlap with the ion heating region as identi-
fied previously in Figure 2a. The strongest perpendicular
ion temperature increase of up to 4.3 eV is associated with
these highly active auroral structures.
3.2. Example in the Dayside Cleft
Another example of ion heating took place in the day-
side cleft region on May 16, 2015 at an altitude of 357 km
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Figure 5. Observations of wave electric fields from the RRI instrument. a) Time-frequency spectrogram
of the wave electric fields measured from one dipole antenna. The red shaded region indicates the period
when the SEI instrument is operating simultaneously with RRI. A so-called “saucer” emission signature
is identifiable between 22:30:14 and 22:30:54 UT. BBELF wave emissions near the vertex of the VLF
saucer, extending from a few Hz up to approximately 1 kHz, are observed near 22:30:09 UT when the SEI
instrument observes strong ion heating signatures. b) PSD values integrated over frequency from DC up
to 1 kHz throughout the orbit. It is clear that the ion heating event observed by the SEI instrument is
correlated with strong BBELF wave emissions.
Figure 6. Ellipticity angle (a) and orientation angle (b) spectrograms with respect to frequency and
time for the nightside auroral event. The frequency range is from a few Hz up to approximately 1 kHz.
We apply a threshold value in PSD when calculating the ellipticity and orientation angle so as to exclude
background noisy angles, which are unreliable due to the relatively small values (1/150 times the max-
imum PSD value) used in the tangent function. Therefore PSD in the blank white region is relatively
small and negligible. Inside the ion heating region (red box region), the ellipticity angles of the measured
BBELF waves approach 0◦. This indicates that the BBELF waves are in general linearly polarized. The
orientation angles are roughly -45◦ throughout the BBELF emission region, meaning that the linearly
polarized electric fields are approximately perpendicular to the background magnetic field.
in the southern hemisphere. From 21:19:30 to 21:21:40 UT,
the e-POP satellite travelled from AACGM latitude -79◦ to
-71◦ near the magnetic local time (MLT) 15.2 hr. Mea-
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surements from the SEI and MGF instruments are available
during this time. SEI was operating on Normal mode with
Vinner = -502 V, indicating the same ion energy range in
the SEI image as in the previous example. From 21:20:07 to
21:20:23 UT, the SEI instrument observed a large region of
ion heating that persists nearly 15 s along the satellite track,
corresponding to a spatial region nearly 120 km across. The
most intense perpendicular ion temperature increase goes
up to 4.5 eV based on the distribution function analysis ap-
plied to the SEI ion images. The special aspect of this event
is that there are two ion populations with different energies
and counterstreaming field-aligned ion bulk flow velocities
resolved from the SEI measurements inside the ion heating
region. The core ions, with energies up to 20 eV, are flow-
ing downward while the tail ions with higher energies are
flowing upward along the magnetic field line.
Figure 7 summarizes the observations from the SEI and
MGF instruments, outlining the ion temperatures, field-
aligned ion bulk flow velocities and magnetic field measure-
ments as a function of time. Figure 7a shows the perpen-
dicular (to ~B) FWHM variations. Every unit increase in
perpendicular FWHM under Normal mode corresponds ap-
proximately to a 1.6 eV increase in the perpendicular ion
temperature. The enhancement near 21:20:14 UT represents
a perpendicular ion temperature of up to 4.2 eV. Figure 7b
displays the parallel FWHM profile, which has relatively
small enhancements during the ion heating period. Such an
increase in the FWHM indicates a roughly 1 eV parallel ion
temperature increase.
Figure 7c shows the field-aligned bulk flow velocities of
the core ions. The contribution of tail ions, with energies
greater than near 20 eV, is excluded during the analysis.
The bulk flow velocities are calculated every 0.1 s. Ion im-
ages with insufficient ion signal, or the centroid positions
which are very close to the imager center position (less than
0.4 pixel) are deemed bad data and excluded from the cal-
culation. In this event core ions are flowing downward along
the field line with velocities of over 2 km/s inside the ion
heating region. Figure 7d shows the field-aligned ion bulk
flow velocities when we include the tail ion population in
the ion image moment calculations. The high-energy ions
are flowing upward with bulk velocities of near 3 km/s in-
side the ion heating region.
Figure 7e presents the ion signal level, representing ap-
proximate ion fluxes, for the core and tail ion population.
During the ion heating period, the tail ion flux increases to
a level comparable to the core ion flux. This suggests that
the tail ion population might originate from ionospheric re-
gions rather than coming from much higher altitudes in the
magnetosphere, where plasma densities are much smaller
than in the ionosphere. The last panel in Figure 7 shows
the magnetic field perturbations in the By component in
spacecraft frame. When the satellite is travelling from high
latitudes to lower latitudes, the negative gradients of the By
perturbations represent downward currents. Therefore this
ion heating event occurs in the return current region.
Figure 7. e-POP SEI (ion mode) and MGF observa-
tions of the ion heating event in the dayside cleft on 16
May 2015 at an altitude of 357 km. a) FWHM variations
perpendicular to ~B. The enhancement near 21:20:14 UT
represents a perpendicular ion temperature increase of
up to 4.2 eV. b) FWHM profile parallel to ~B. The rela-
tively small increase in the FWHM indicates parallel ion
temperature increase of roughly 1 eV. c) Field-aligned
flow velocities of the core (<20 eV) ions. In this event
core ions are flowing down the field line with velocities of
over 2 km/s inside the heating region. d) Field-aligned
ion flow velocities of the tail ion population. The high-
energy ions are flowing upward with velocities of approx-
imately 3 km/s inside the heating region. e) Ion signal
level, approximately proportional to ion flux, for the core
(red) and tail (black) ion populations. f) Magnetic field
perturbations of the ∆By component in the spacecraft
frame. This ion heating event occurs in the return cur-
rent region.
The heating-time ion temperature is also checked through
forward modeling the ion distribution function slopes with
different Maxwellian ion temperatures based on the Monte-
Carlo instrument simulation. Figure 8 shows a background
flight image (Figure 8a) and the heating-time flight image
(Figure 8b) along with the perpendicular ion distribution
function fitting result (Figure 8c). As before, with the de-
flection voltage Vinner = -502 V, the sensor measures ions
with energies up to ∼230 eV (at the edge of the image).
However, most of the ions detected in this event have ener-
gies less than 100 eV. Ions in the red-color region represent
the core ion population, while ions in green and blue are
defined as high-energy ions (tail ions) as mentioned previ-
ously. The magnetic field direction projected onto the SEI
image along with the satellite ram direction is indicated in
the image.
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Figure 8. Forward modeling the ion distribution function slopes for the cleft example with different
Maxwellian ion temperatures based on simulation. a) Background flight image. b) Heating-time flight
image. Ions in the red-color region represent the core ion population, while the ions in green and blue
are defined as high-energy ions (tail ions). The magnetic field direction projected onto the SEI image
along with the satellite ram direction is indicated in the image. c) Perpendicular ion distribution function
fitting for heated image. The red dots and black line are the measured perpendicular ion distribution
function data. The green, cyan, and yellow dashed lines represent ion distribution functions with 5 eV, 8
eV, and 12 eV Maxwellian temperatures from the simulation. This distribution function slope can only
be matched by two ion populations with different Maxwellian temperatures, as indicated by the gray
dashed line. The core ion temperature is 4.5 eV and the tail ion temperature is near 28 eV.
Figure 9. Statistical locations of 24 ion heating events on the AACGM latitude and MLT polar plot
in the southern (a) and northern (b) hemisphere respectively. The majority of the events (19 out of 24)
occurred in the nightside auroral region in the southern hemisphere. Red circles indicate that the RRI is
observing BBELF wave emissions simultaneously with ion temperature enhancements. There are 18 ion
heating events that are accompanied by the BBELF waves. Black circles indicate that the RRI is not
operating at the same time. This map indicates that the ion heating events are well correlated with the
BBELF wave emissions.
In Figure 8c, the red dots and black line are the perpen-
dicular ion distribution function data measured in Figure 8b.
This distribution function slope can only be matched by two
ion populations with different Maxwellian temperatures, as
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indicated by the gray dashed line. The core ion tempera-
ture is 4.5 eV and the tail ion temperature is near 28 eV.
Such a core ion temperature of 4.5 eV is consistent with the
result from the FWHM measurement as presented in Fig-
ure 7a. We should mention here that Garbe et al. [1992]
made a similar observation from TOPAZ 2 sounding rocket.
They found the core ions with 3 eV ion temperature are
flowing downward with velocities between 3-5 km/s and the
tail ions are going upward with a temperature of tens of
eV. The counterstreaming ions with different temperatures
have also been observed from the SIERRA sounding rocket
[Lynch et al., 2007], except that the core ions are flowing
upward while the high-energy ions are flowing downward in
their study.
3.3. Statistics: 24 Events
From the period March 2015 to March 2016, we found in
total 17 orbits demonstrating in total 24 ion heating events
observed from the SEI instrument. The majority of them
have simultaneous observations from the IRM, the MGF and
the FAI to provide complementary perspectives on the ion
heating events. Figure 9 presents the locations of these ion
heating events on the AACGM latitude and MLT polar plot
in the southern (Figure 9a) and northern (Figure 9b) hemi-
sphere respectively. The majority of the events (19 out of
24) occurred in the nightside auroral region in the south-
ern hemisphere. Note that this statistical map cannot fully
represent the occurrence rate of ion heating. The smaller
number of events in the northern hemisphere and in the
dayside cleft region, for example, is due to poor coverage of
the operation of the instruments as well as bad data during
some operations.
The key point of this map is to show correlations of ion
heating events with observations of BBELF waves from the
RRI instrument. There are 18 ion heating events that are
accompanied by the BBELF waves. Such a high correlation
of ion heating events with BBELF waves has been reported
previously near 1700 km altitude from Freja satellite obser-
vations [Knudsen et al., 1998], but not in the altitude range
that our study is focusing on. The BBELF waves mea-
sured in our cases are consistently linearly polarized and
have orientation angles roughly perpendicular to the local
magnetic field. Many events have concurrent magnetic field
fluctuations measured from MGF, showing wave structures
in the frequency range from near DC up to above local O+
cyclotron frequency, such as the one demonstrated in Fig-
ure 2d. Therefore there are potentially both electromagnetic
and electrostatic wave modes in the BBELF waves.
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the observed 24
ion heating events in terms of the orbit time, field-aligned
flow velocity pattern, FAC pattern, whether the RRI is ob-
serving BBELF waves, whether the FAI is observing aurora,
altitude, and geomagnetic activity. With respect to the FAC
pattern, only 2 out of 24 events show upward currents associ-
ated with the ion heating. The ion heating events are more
likely to be correlated with downward currents, although
several events are within the transition region between the
upward and downward current region. Most of the events
occur in the altitude range from 325 km to 730 km, and are
associated with auroral activity.
Of particular interest in the table is that 17 out of 24 ion
heating events have core ion bulk downflow rather than up-
flow. This is contrary to what would be expected from the
upward mirror force acceleration of heated ions. It is noted
that we can only validate ion temperatures from orbits that
are shown in green color. The SEI instrument was running
on a very low deflection voltage (-26 V) for many events and
the results from the simulation failed to reproduce the flight
data.
Figure 10 presents several ion heating events exemplify-
ing the correlation between the ion heating and ion down-
flow. The four subfigures demonstrate the perpendicular
ion temperatures and field-aligned flow velocities measured
from both the SEI and IRM instruments from four events,
on June 8th, 9th, 16th, and September 19th, 2015, respec-
tively. There are 7 ion heating events in total in this figure.
The top panels of these subfigures display the perpendicu-
lar FWHM variations from the SEI observation, indicating
perpendicular ion temperature increases. The middle panels
show the perpendicular second moment profile from the IRM
measurements, representing perpendicular ion temperature
variations as well. The bottom panels of these subfigures
display the field-aligned ion flow velocities calculated every
0.01 second from both the SEI (black) and IRM (red) instru-
ments. Consistently throughout all these ion heating events
and from both instruments, the observed perpendicular ion
temperature enhancements are well correlated with the ion
downflow velocities. One particularly intriguing feature in
Figure 10d is that core ion upflows are observed adjacent to
the ion heating region. Once the satellite enters into the ion
heating region, the core ions are observed to flow downward.
4. Discussion
As discussed in the Introduction section, two mechanisms,
namely frictional heating and wave-ion heating, are com-
monly invoked to explain perpendicular ion temperature in-
creases near the topside ionosphere. Despite the fact that
frictional heating occurs quite frequently at auroral latitudes
near the topside ionosphere due to large convection electric
fields, the amount of thermal energy that can be drawn from
that mechanism is limited. Based on a time-dependent gyro-
kinetic model of the high-latitude F-region response to fric-
tional heating, Loranc and St. Maurice [1994] found that
transient values of the perpendicular ion temperature due
to frictional heating can only reach 2 eV in extreme cases.
Some other frictional heating models near the topside iono-
sphere [Heelis et al., 1993; Wilson, 1994; Liu et al., 1995]
Table 1. Characteristics of the observed 24 ion heating
events in terms of the orbit time, field-aligned flow velocity
pattern, FAC pattern, wave activity, auroral activity, altitude,
and geomagnetic activity. Only 2 out 24 events show upward
currents associated with the ion heating. The ion heating
events are more likely to occur in downward currents, albeit
several events are within the transition region between the
upward and downward current region. “N/A”, i.e., not ap-
plicable is used for one event that has no MGF data and an-
other that shows no significant magnetic perturbations since
the satellite is travelling nearly parallel to an auroral arc. All
events occur in the altitude from 325 km to 730 km, and most
are associated with auroral activity. Of the 24 ion heating
events, 17 are correlated with core ion bulk downflow rather
than upflow.
Date_StartTime_EndTime Ion flow FAC Wave 
FAI-
Aurora 
Altitudes 
(km) Kp 
20150518_222913_223111 down  in between BBELF Aurora 412 5+ 
20150518_205400_205543 up and down downward BBELF No FAI  351, 351, 351 3 to 5+ 
20150516_211930_212140 down downward  No RRI No FAI  358 2- 
20150517_210645_210916 up downward No RRI  No FAI  357, 355 0+ 
20150608_125300_125712 down N/A BBELF Aurora 400,400, 440 4+ 
20150609_124147_124312 down upward BBELF Aurora 434 3 
20150612_115914_120412 down N/A BBELF Aurora 441 2+ 
20150613_114514_115112 down in between BBELF Aurora 469 2+ 
20150616_110614_111000 down in between BBELF Aurora 461, 469, 483 2- 
20150623_093625_094119 down downward No RRI Aurora 708 5+ 
20151110_061644_062010 up and down downward BBELF Aurora 413 5 
20151119_054220_054712 up upward BBELF Aurora 335, 339 2- 
20151005_141800_142218 up downward BBELF No FAI 444 3 
20160301_232235_232545 down in between BBELF No FAI 730 3- 
20150909_085230_085647 up and down downward  No RRI Aurora 386 6 
20150919_075900_080500 down  downward No RRI No FAI 423 5- 
20150911_082400_082600 up and down in between No RRI Aurora 360 7 
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Figure 10. Examples of correlation between ion heating and ion downflow. The four subfigures demon-
strate observations from four events, on June 8th, 9th, 16th, and September 19th, 2015, respectively.
The top panel of each subfigure displays the perpendicular FWHM variations from the SEI observations,
indicating perpendicular ion temperature increases. The middle panels show the perpendicular second
moment profile from the IRM measurements, representing perpendicular ion temperature variations as
well. The bottom panels of these subfigures display field-aligned ion bulk flow velocities calculated ap-
proximately every 0.01 second from both the SEI (black) and IRM (red) instruments. Consistently
throughout all these events and from both instruments, the observed perpendicular ion temperature
increases are well correlated with the ion downflow velocities.
rarely showed ion temperature increases greater than 1 eV.
If one completely converts the kinetic energy of O+ ions flow-
ing with a 4 km/s horizontal velocity, a value which is from
previous studies rarely observed near the topside ionosphere,
into ion thermal energy, the resulting ion temperature is only
1.3 eV.
However, as shown in the two ion heating examples dis-
cussed in the Data section, the perpendicular ion temper-
atures reach as high as 4.5 eV (Figure 2a, Figure 4, Fig-
ure 7a, Figure 8). Therefore the ion heating events that we
observed cannot be explained by frictional heating. Rather
we argue that wave-ion heating plays a dominant role in
these ion heating events. The correlation between ion tem-
perature enhancements and BBELF waves simultaneously
observed in most of our events, as shown in Figure 5 and
Figure 9, lends solid support to this wave-ion heating inter-
pretation. It is also noted that the parallel ion temperatures
are less than half of the observed perpendicular ion temper-
atures, which is consistent with both the frictional heating
and wave-ion heating mechanisms. The increase in parallel
ion temperatures may result from isotropizing effects due to
collisions with neutrals.
A significant new finding of this study is the observa-
tion of wave-particle heating at altitudes well below 450
km, which is the lowest strong heating event reported previ-
ously [Whalen et al., 1978; Yau et al., 1983]. Our statistical
survey with simultaneous low-energy ion and low-frequency
wave observations provides empirical evidence of this newly-
identified lower boundary (350 km). This is critical to rele-
vant models which study the ion energization processes and
the associated field-aligned ion flow near the topside iono-
sphere [Varney et al., 2015; Burleigh and Zettergren, 2017].
One particular issue that deserves further clarification is
whether the observed BBELF waves create the ion heating
or whether instead the anisotropic ion distributions result-
ing from ion heating excite instabilities that generate the
waves. It is found that in general the BBELF wave emis-
sions observed along the satellite track have much wider
spatial scale than the ion heating regions, such as shown
in Figure 2a and Figure 5. These emissions extend over
10 seconds along the orbit, corresponding to 80 km across
the magnetic field, while the most intense ion heating oc-
curs within a spatial region only 2 km wide. Also, there are
many cases in which the RRI observes BBELF waves but
there is no identifiable ion heating signature from either the
SEI and IRM instruments (not shown here). This demon-
strates that heated ion distributions are not necessary for
wave generation, but BBELF waves are present for all the
heating events presented here (at least for those for which
wave measurements are available).
In Figure 5, we observe that the BBELF waves are within
the vertex region of a VLF saucer. James [1976] suggested
that the generation of VLF saucers is associated with an in-
stability from cold (< 5 eV) upgoing electron beams inter-
acting with background thermal electrons in the downward
current region. This postulate was later confirmed by the
Viking and FAST satellites observations at higher altitudes
[Lo¨nnqvist et al., 1993; Ergun et al., 2001], who in addition
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Figure 11. Diagram showing proposed physical processes involving O+ ion heating, downward core ions,
BBELF waves, and downward-pointing electric fields in the return current region as observed by e-POP.
The heated core ions are flowing downward due to the downward-pointing electric field. The BBELF
waves are generated by instabilities associated with upward cold electron beams. The transversely accel-
erated ions due to wave-ion heating will move upward once they obtain enough energy to overcome the
field-aligned electric potential. This scenario is similar to the so-called “pressure cooker” model. It is
also noted that a density depletion region is expected due to the cold electrons flowing upward and cold
ions flowing downward.
suggested that the upgoing low-energy (near 100 eV) elec-
tron beams are accelerated by a downward-pointing elec-
tric field in the downward current region. Lo¨nnqvist et al.
[1993] and Ergun et al. [1998] also proposed that these upgo-
ing suprathermal electrons generate so-called “phase space
holes” which in turn are responsible for the excitation of
BBELF waves in this region. Based on observations from the
GEODESIC sounding rocket above 800 km altitudes coupled
with estimations from the WHAMP wave solver, Knudsen
et al. [2012] proposed that highly localized ELF/VLF wave
cavities can be interpreted in terms of filaments of unstable
auroral return current carried by cold ionospheric electrons,
and that these cavities are in fact the source elements of
sub-structures known to exist within VLF saucers reported
previously [e.g. Ergun et al., 2001, 2003]. All of this infor-
mation suggests that the BBELF waves are more likely to be
generated by cold upgoing electron beams rather than by the
ion population. The conditions under which BBELF waves
initiate the ion heating process, on the other hand, is still
an open question, and might depend on many factors, such
as thresholds in densities or density gradients, wavelengths,
or wave PSDs.
Another new aspect of the e-POP measurements pre-
sented in this study is the correlation of ion heating with
downflowing core ions (Figure 10). Ion heating events with
simultaneous downflowing core ions are more likely in the
downward field-aligned current region as shown in Table 1.
Although similar observations of ion heating associated with
downflowing ions at low altitudes do exist from a limit num-
ber of sounding rocket experiments [Kintner et al., 1986;
Garbe et al., 1992; Moore et al., 1996b; Collier et al., 2015],
as discussed in the Introduction, there is no statistical study
present in the literature to provide a clear picture of this
phenomenon. It is rather counterintuitive to observe that
the majority of the ion heating events are associated with
core ion downflows instead of upflows. The heated ions are
usually expected to be accelerated upward by the mirror-
force.
Although providing a definitive explanation for these
downflowing ions within the ion heating region is not the
purpose of this study, several possible mechanisms should be
mentioned. The most popular one [e.g. Loranc et al., 1991;
Endo et al., 2000; Ogawa et al., 2009] is that the downflowing
ions are the return of previously upflowing low-energy ion
falling back earthward due to gravity. In a dynamic equilib-
rium, upgoing and downgoing ions are interspersed. How-
ever, considering the large convection velocities commonly
present in the auroral latitudes, one would expect a large
separation between locations of these downflowing ions and
the ion heating region that produced them, similar to the
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picture of the “cleft ion fountain” [Lockwood et al., 1985].
Large along-track convection velocities are expected from
both the FAI movie (active aurora north-south aligned) and
the along-track (perpendicular to ~B) first moment calcula-
tions (Figure 3a). The one-to-one correlation of ion heating
with downflowing ions reported in this study, sometimes in
a narrow (near 2 km) region, together with the fact that ion
upflows tend to occur just outside the ion heating region,
render this mechanism less plausible. A second potential
mechanism is that the ion heating takes place in a region
which is narrow in altitude. The resulting vertical pres-
sure gradients would generate ion diffusion upward above
the heating layer and downward below it. Statistical obser-
vations from the EISCAT Svalbard Radar lend some sup-
port to this interpretation [Buchert et al., 2004]. However,
ion downflow velocities due to pressure gradients are usually
small (< 1 km/s) [Endo et al., 2000; Buchert et al., 2004]
compared to over 2-3 km/s in our study.
A third candidate, which we favor, is a downward electric
field associated with return currents (upward-flowing cold
electrons) that occurs low enough in altitude to entrain and
accelerate cold, ambient ionospheric ions downward. This is
consistent with the fact that the BBELF waves associated
with the ion heating are also associated with the return cur-
rent region [Lynch et al., 2002]. This is similar to the “pres-
sure cooker” scenario operating at higher altitudes in the
return current region [Gorney et al., 1985], where only ions
with sufficient energies which can overcome the field-aligned
potential barrier are able to flow upward outside the heating
region. Figure 11 presents a schematic diagram that sum-
marizes these physical processes in the low-altitude return
current region. A density depletion region is expected due
to the cold electrons flowing upward and cold ions flowing
down.
In the cleft example, we also observe high-energy ions
flowing upward just inside the regions in which core ions are
flowing downward. In addition, based on wave growth rates
calculated from the WHAMP dispersion solver and reported
in Knudsen et al. [2012], cold electron beams with energies
of the order of 1 eV are sufficient to generate BBELF waves.
The corresponding field-aligned potential drop is more than
sufficient to accelerate O+ ions downward to 2-3 km/s along
the same field line. Therefore, the downward-pointing elec-
tric fields near the topside ionosphere and above the satel-
lite may explain the correlation of ion heating with core
ion downflows instead of upflows. This postulation could
be supported by field-aligned electron and electron density
measurements, both of which are unavailable for the events
reported here.
5. Conclusion
Based on observations from e-POP at altitudes between
325 km and 730 km over one year, we have presented a
statistical study (24 events) of ion heating and its relation
with field-aligned ion bulk flow velocity, low-frequency waves
and FACs. Complementary perspectives from several instru-
ments onboard e-POP provide us with new insights into the
low-altitude ion energization processes and the field-aligned
ion motion. We find that:
1. Transverse O+ ion heating in the ionosphere and at
altitudes as low as 350 km can be intense (up to 4.5 eV),
confined to very narrow regions (∼ 2 km across B), is more
likely to occur in the downward current region, and is asso-
ciated with BBELF waves. These BBELF waves are inter-
preted as linearly polarized in the direction perpendicular
to the magnetic field.
2. The amount of ion heating in these regions cannot be
explained by frictional heating, and the correlation of ion
heating with BBELF waves suggest that significant wave-ion
heating is occurring and even dominating at low altitudes.
3. The minimum altitude of strong wave-ion heating (∼
350 km) is lower than previously reported in the literature.
4. Contrary to what would be expected from mirror-force
acceleration of heated ions, the majority of these heating
events (17 out 24) are associated with core ion downflows
rather than upflow. This may be explained by a downward-
pointing electric field associated with physical processes in
the return current region.
Appendix A: Sensor potential effect on the
FWHM
We estimate the effect of the sensor potential (relative
to ambient plasma) on the perpendicular FWHM measure-
ments under different deflection voltages (Vinner) through
forward modeling the distribution using the Monte-Carlo
simulation. Figure A.1 displays the perpendicular FWHM
variations as a function of sensor potential. The perpen-
dicular FWHM profiles are relatively stable when the sen-
sor potentials are negative. A typical value of fixed sen-
sor potential applied onboard is near -5 V. The potential
difference between the SEI sensor and the ambient plasma
varies mainly due to backscattered and secondary electrons
in the nightside auroral region. However, this effect typi-
cally results in positive potential change of less than 4 V on
the order of the secondary electron temperature in the top-
side ionosphere where the e-POP satellite resides [Whipple,
1981; Garrett , 1981]. Therefore we conclude that variations
in the relative potential between the sensor and the ambient
plasma have a negligible effect on the perpendicular FWHM
measurements discussed in our study.
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Figure A.1. Sensor potential effect on the perpen-
dicular FWHM measurements based on a Monte-Carlo
simulation. Perpendicular FWHM variations as a func-
tion of sensor potential in Hi-res mode are shown when
Vinner = −502V (black circles) and Vinner = −98V (red
triangles).
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